
NewsThump Cards
The satirical card game for a world of fake news

How to Play
NewsThump is a game of fake news headlines. You’ve probably read about fake news, hell,
you’ve probably even read some fake news - but this time you’ll be creating it.

The idea of the game is to create the best fake news headline possible.

At the start of the game, each player draws 5 Action cards and 5 Object cards. This will be the
player’s starting hand of 10 cards, from which the player will create their first fake news headline.

The game begins by appointing the first Editor - this will be whoever was the last person to read an
article in the Daily Mail (in print or online, we don’t mind). The Editor draws a Headline starter card
from the deck and reads it to the group. This will be the beginning of a headline, which each player
will then try to complete.

All the players then use their 10-card to complete that headline by playing ONE Action card, and
ONE Object card, creating the best three-card headline possible.

A headline = Headline card + Action Card + Object Card

Each player puts their two-card hand face-down while the Editor pretends to be distracted. Once
all the players have placed their hand face-down, the Editor turns over the Action and Object cards
one pair at a time, reading out each completed three-card headline as they go.

Once all the headlines have been read out, the Editor chooses the best headline, and the player
who submitted that combination earns one fake news point.

Each player takes one action card and one object card from the deck to replace the ones they
played, bringing their hand back up to ten cards, and the Editor moves round one place before the
next round begins.

The new Editor selects a Headline starter card to read out, and the new round is underway!

The game ends once the players have ‘had enough’, or one of them has proven to be so adept at
creating Fake News that they have been headhunted by the Daily Mail.

Specialty Rounds and extras
The chances are, the Editor will pick the funniest headline during each round, because that’s what
we did most of the time when we were playing it, and rewarding jokes is always a good strategy.
However, there are alternative rules that you can apply during each round, and the Editor can
choose to implement these rules at their discretion.

The Clickbait Round - the winner will be the headline deemed most likely to generate clicks
from morons wanting to read it.

The Ian Hislop Legal Fees Round - the winning headline will be the one deemed most likely to
get you sued in a court of law.



The Pulitzer Rounds - the winning headline will be the one deemed most likely to come true in
the next 12 months.

The Anarchy Rounds - The game can be played without an Editor, where each player votes for
their favourite headline, and the headline with the most votes is declared the winner. No clear
winner? No-one gets a point. In our experience, this format of the game leads to in-fighting, back-
stabbing and extremely creative insults. It is brilliant.

True-News points - The are special points available throughout the game, where players can
claim an extra point without winning the round itself. To do so, you must play a headline which you
can PROVE has been published on the news site of your choice (fake or otherwise). The game
has been carefully designed to ensure that it is possible to create headlines that have actually
appeared in the press, or on fake news websites. The Editor’s decision is final on whether your
headline is close enough to that which appeared online.

Hacking the deck - You can trade a fake news point at any point in the game to swap as many
of your cards as you’d like for new ones. Of course, if you haven’t a won a point yet, you just need
to get better at making headlines.

How to print this game
This download represents about 30% of the full game, and the download has been designed to be
printed double-sided. The PDF is in A4, and we suggest getting it printed on the thickest card your
printer can handle. We have played with it printed on 160gms2 card stock and found the results
were perfectly playable. Some print shops will print it to thick playing card and even finish the
cards with a nice laminate giving you a long-lasting deck to play with, but this can work out to be
quite expensive. You might have a mate’s rates deal available, who knows.

If you want to just print and play at home, paper will be OK, but the cards obviously won’t be very
durable, and the thinner the paper is, the easier the cards will be to see through.

Print the entire PDF two-sided and this will give you 16 sheets of printed card:

- One sheet with the rules (and these instructions)
- Three sheets with 27 Headline cards
- Six sheets with 54 Action cards
- Six sheets with 54 Object cards

Cut carefully along the lines, and you should find each card will have Headline, Action or Object
on the reverse. This will allow you to stack the individual decks face down to play the game.

There are enough cards here for you try the game, and we hope you enjoy it. The full game will be
available soon, but you can keep up to date at http://game.newsthump.com

If you have any feedback, we’d love to hear your thoughts at card.game@newsthump.com - if you
like it, why not write us a little review, we’d be happy to share it!
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